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written submissions on the Social Assistance Amendment Bill [B5 - 2010]






Thank you for inviting us as South African citizens to participate in this historic process to improve the lives of our own people by ensuring effective community participation  to ensure effective implementation of government policies.
The ultimate goal of my submission is to engender self-reliance in our people and communities, provide alternative solutions on how can that be achieved based on our 10yrs experience of research and implementation within the field of community development. I will use the topical approach to share these contributions as follows:
	Government philosophy vs Current community philosophy


The government philosophy is to encourage the people to participate in their own development. 

	To ensure the application of this philosophy we must incorporate in our policy the mainstream support of missionary organizations in South Africa. 


	They will play a meaningful role to directly reach out to most needy communities especially the rural communities and informal settlements which have currently developed the opposite philosophy of civic resilience and vandalism generally. 


	Specifically people need a VOICE, alternative groups to express both their hopes and frustrations. 


	South African churches have greater influence in our society and 80% of our people still function through these structures in daily living, they know where people are, have better understanding of their hopes and frustrations, this means missionary programs if integrated to social development policy can fast track philosophical transformation of our people from that of disobedience and vandalism currently to share government philosophy of se-reliance people driven development


	Standardized approach in community development 


The standardized approach must first deal with unspeakable corruption by some government officials squandering our community grants with certain corrupt community organizations. 
Government must regulate direct distribution of funds to recipients as opposed to ammoniated large sums of funds that got squandered by board of directors of organizations. Secondly it must recognize through policy, existing organizations (NGO, NPO, CBO, etc) which have managed to develop their communities to limited extents using indigenous means, assist their formalization or integration to government system. 
Finally on this issue together we can do more joint research as opposed to independent expensive commercial researcher companies who just want to enrich themselves with government money.   


 
	Economic and sustainable development mechanism


	The best module we have established in Marastad area in Tshwane for economic growth and sustainable development proven and tested for the past 11yrs have impressed President Jacob Zuma during his visit last month. 

I’m proposing we adopt holistic approach whereby we mainstream LED activities into funding local manufacturing of various production as opposed to just buying defferent supply materials from formal mainstream economic sector. 
In this regard we can be one of the government research support partners to help support government in developing more holistic approach in socio-economic development of our people.





	ISRDP AND URP strategic adaptation


	I think the ISRDP & URP need radical adaptations based on our 4yrs research exchange programme between our organisation Sakhisizwe Business Association and IHS institution of Erasmus Rotterdam University in Netherlands. 

As South Africa need to focus on developing our brainchild URP module because the current one which is borrowed from Netherlands Metro system is based on mainstream formal sector as the dictators of development in the form of privatization this is not helping us as the stats confirm that we are the worse country globally when it comes to economic imbalances, this dramatically  is destroying our LED initiatives at the grassroots level because of unfair competition with the big companies/developers. 
I’m proposing as well a chance in thinking in terms of ISRDP to focus more on how to expand existing rural traditional authorities IKS development approach for social assistance to village communities as opposed to centralizing everything to new government alternatives which are mostly adopted from Europe and North America

	Research


I have tensional emphasized the research issue separately because it’s have been an outcry and the fall of so many social development programmes and projects. 
I’m proposing that we get involved more into joint research projects with government from initial stages in creating innovative ways in dealing with both rural and urban development. Research approach must change from engaging community stakeholders at discussing already made government solutions to develop people to engaging communities from scratch in order to avoid white elephants structures which normally get vandalized because no one is using them. 
Proper clarity from policy level in terms of the enabling environment for research organizations to participate to these processes at the initial staged will greatly assist and this will then give ways for more government funding to our local based research organizations. This approach I’m proposing has proved to be working in our reach in East Africa.


We strongly believe that the pursuit of the goals and, in the end, of development and poverty requires the active participation of the beneficiaries. In order to speed up the implementation of Government's Programme of Action, we must build on the progress made as a basis for the further advances needed to eradicate poverty and transform our country into a just and prosperous society.
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